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ABSTRACT
The high cost of rare-earth materials has spurred interest in the development
of high-performance electric machines which do not require these materials. How-
ever, other conventional machine architectures suffer from relatively low efficiency
and power density when compared to rare-earth permanent-magnet machines. Syn-
chronous field-winding machines have performance characteristics similar to those of
rare-earth magnet machines. However, the power density and cost of conventional
field-winding machines are adversely affected by the mechanisms which convey power
to the field windings. This thesis presents a brushless, self-excited synchronous field-
winding machine design. The rotor of this machine possesses two windings, a field
winding and a transformer winding, that are connected through a diode rectifier cir-
cuit. Using field-oriented control techniques, an AC magnetic field is generated by the
stator windings that is always aligned with the transformer winding. A simulation
model which combines a finite element model of the machines magnetic behavior with
a nonlinear circuit model of the diode rectifier is developed and used to design the




1.1 Review on Relevant Concepts and Theories
1.1.1 On Electric Drives
The importance of electric drives is easily appreciated when we observe their
application in almost every aspect of our daily lives. These applications range from
pumps, heating systems, robotics, CD players, drones, toys, vehicle propulsion, and
many more. Making use of different motor types, electric drives constitute one of the
major components of the modern industry. In industrialized countries, more than
40% of generated electrical energy is used in motor drives [14][7].
High-performance variable speed applications today require advanced control[5]
[12] to achieve precise position, speed, torque or power. These control techniques
have been evolving since 1896, when Harry Ward Leonard introduced his solution to
a variable speed DC drive, [14]. Presently we have more sophisticated controls, using
microcontrollers. Field-Oriented Control (FOC) is the most popular technique used
in high-performance AC motor control applications (§ 1.1.1.3).
Figure 1.1 shows a typical drive system represented by a simplified block diagram,
showing the key components of the system that are described below.
1
Figure 1.1: Basic components of electric drive system
Controller: Modern controllers are typically implemented on digital signal pro-
cessors (DSPs) or microcontrollers, and high-level embedded platforms are also avail-
able in the market with the capability of hardware-in-the-loop features that facilitate
the development and testing of control algorithms. The controller implements the
specific control algorithm using feedback from sensors, and sends commands to the
power electronic converter so that appropriate voltages or currents are supplied to
the machine[9][45][43].
Power Electronic Converter: These converters contain a set of power electronic
switches that are controlled to convert and transfer power between the main power
source and the motor. The type of converter depends on the machine and control
technique implemented. MOSFETs and IGBTs are the most commonly used power
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electronic switching devices in drive system applications today. Converters also have
what is called gate-drive circuitry that interfaces the controller with the switching
devices[32].
Electric Machines (M): A variety of machine types: direct current (DC) ma-
chines, induction machines, synchronous machines, variable reluctance machines, and
stepper motors, are among the most commonly used. The selection of the specific
machine depends on the application load profile and other constraints like cost and
space. Each machine topology has its own unique advantages that make it appropri-
ate for different applications.[4]
Power Source: Some machines, like induction machines, have applications where
they are directly driven from the AC utility voltages. However, in such cases, there
isn’t much control; it is either in the ON or OFF state, with the possibility of tran-
sients at the start and stop. For high-performance, variable-speed applications, how-
ever, it is common to use DC voltages as the main power source, and a power electronic
converter to generate appropriate voltages to the machines.
Load: The load represents the specific mechanical requirements(i.e. torque,
speed) of the application. This dictates the choice of the machine to use, the sensors
to use, and also the type of control to implement.
Sensors: Sensors are to be mounted on the load, the machine, or the inverter to
measure speed, position, current, and voltage, for control as well as for protection.
Desired characteristics of electric drives include, but are not limited to: large
power capability, full torque at stand-still, a wide speed range, environmentally clean
3
Figure 1.2: Four-quadrant operation [2]
and safe operation, minimal maintenance requirements, minimal audible noise, and
four-quadrant operation, as shown in Figure 1.2, where the machine is capable of
motoring and generating modes in either direction of rotation.
1.1.1.1 Two-phase, D-Q Model of Three-phase AC Machines
The most popular AC machine used with drives today are of three-phase design. In
the control design of three phase AC machine drives, the Stanley dynamic model [18]
is commonly used due to its advantages in the analysis of these machines as well as in
the development of their controls, particularly with high-performance vector control
techniques[15][16]. This is achieved by converting the three-phase machine design
into an equivalent two-phase model. This also leads to the modeling of the electric
variables of the machine with two-dimensional vectors which rotate at a constant
angular velocity under steady-state operation, imposing a rotating magnetic field on
the rotor of the machine [18].
This modeling is explained using a cross-section of the two-phase two-pole, AC
stator, shown in Figure 1.3. It is called a two-pole stator because the magnetic field
generated by the stator windings and imposed on the rotor has two poles, one north
(entering the rotor) and one south. This model is particularly useful for control
4
Figure 1.3: Two-phase stator model [18]
Figure 1.4: Smooth airgap, two-phase model including the rotor [18]
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purposes. The smooth-airgap model neglects the effects of ripple in the torque due
to the slots in the stator iron and the winding structure, yet reliably captures the
fundamental behavior of the machine.
Applying the right-hand rule reveals that a positive current flowing in the direct
winding will generate a magnetic field in the rotor whose direction is aligned with the
direct axis (d), and positive current flowing in the quadrature winding will generate
a magnetic field in the rotor aligned with the quadrature axis(q). By commanding
currents id and iq simultaneously, the two-phase, two-pole AC stator can impose a
magnetic field of arbitrary magnitude and direction on the rotor, [18].
1.1.1.2 Reference Frames and Reference Frame transformation
The directions of the d and q-axis magnetic fields generated by the stator windings
of the two-phase machine correspond to the axes of a Cartesian coordinate system.
This also provides a physical frame of reference for the two-phase stator current
vectors, id and iq, and is called the stationary reference frame, as it is associated
with the stator [18].
In the analysis of AC synchronous machines, it is common to use a reference frame
that is aligned with the rotor structure rather than with the stator structure, and
hence it is called the synchronous reference frame, as these reference frames
rotate in synchronism with the two-phase vectors in steady state.
The synchronous reference frame is useful in that the vectors associated with the
two-phase electrical variables of the machine are constant in the synchronous reference
frame. In both analysis and control it is easier to work with constant, rather than
time-varying, variables.
The following are mathematical tools that are used for reference frame transforma-
tions and give the ability to transform variables from one reference frame to another,
as desired, in the analysis or control of electric machines.
6
• 90o rotation matrix, counterclockwise (CCW)





This matrix is analogous to the imaginary number j, which accomplishes the
same effect in the complex plane.
Figure 1.5: 90o vector rotation [18]
7
Figure 1.6: Arbitrary angle vector rotation [18]
• Arbitrary angle rotation matrix
Figure 1.6 shows the transformation to rotate the vector ~x by an arbitrary angle
θ′ in the counterclockwise direction. The resulting vector will have angle of θ+θ′


















• Clark Transform, (abc-dq)
This transform converts three-phase variables to corresponding equivalent two-
phase values in the stationary reference frame. Figure 1.7 shows the three-phase
(left) and two-phase (right) models of the machine in the stationary reference
frame. In principle, the two models have the same basic operation, and so it is
possible to develop an equivalent two-phase model of a three-phase AC stator,
a model which would impose the same rotating magnetic field on the rotor.
Figure 1.7: Two-pole, smooth-airgap AC stators. Left: three-phase stator. Right:
two-phase stator-quadrant operation [18]
Our control implementations require us to convert the measured three-phase
electrical variables into their equivalent two-phase values for the control algo-
rithm, and then convert the two-phase output commands of the controller into

















(xb − xc) (1.5)
The “zero-sequence” current, which consists of the average of the three-phase
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• The Park Transform
The Park transform is used to determine the direct and quadrature components
of a given vector ~x with respect to a new coordinate system associated with a
synchronous reference frame, designated by a superscript “syn”. One property
of such a reference frame transformation is that the magnitude of the vector
will be unchanged in the new reference frame. From [18], the Park transform
can be implemented using the equations:
xsynd = cos(θsyn)xd + sin(θsyn)xq (1.9)
xsynq = −sin(θsyn)xd + cos(θsyn)xq (1.10)












Figure 1.8: High-performance controller using dq0 model of machine [18]
1.1.1.3 Field Oriented Control
Field-Oriented Control (FOC)[38][35] consists of regulating the stator currents in
a synchronous reference frame, and is the most popular high-performance control
scheme for AC drives today. It is based on two-phase machine models; therefore, in
the implementation of this control algorithm, one must convert the measured three-
phase electrical variables into their equivalent two-phase values, and later convert
back the two-phase output commands of the controller into appropriate three-phase
values.
Figure 1.8 shows a block diagram depiction of the FOC algorithm. It involves
current feedback from sensors, applying transformations, and also makes use of feed-
back control to regulate the desired output. Microcontrollers are commonly used in
such applications, as implementation involves significant computations[18][22].
12
1.1.2 On Electric Machines
1.1.2.1 Energy Conversion Devices
As the basic principle of energy conversion states, energy is transformed from
one form to another, it is neither created nor destroyed. An electric machine can be
described as an apparatus that converts electrical energy to mechanical energy when
operating as a motor, or mechanical energy to electrical energy when operating as a
generator, as shown in Figure 1.9 . The majority of electric machines can run either
as a motor or generator depending on the mode of operation.
Figure 1.9: Schematic showing the energy conversion [2]
The electrical power can be quantified in terms of the currents and voltages at the
terminals of the machine. Mechanical power is manifested in the form of a linear or
translational motion, rotation, or any other motion type depending on the application.
There are different machine topologies, which vary in their constituting components,
in how these components move with respect to each other, and/or also in how the
components are assembled.
Considering the relevance to this research work, we will be focusing on the most
common rotary-type machines. Typically, these machine types consist of two main
components: a stationary component referred to as stator, and a rotating part,
13
Figure 1.10: Rotor and stator structure [40]
referred to as a rotor. Figure 1.10 shows a representative picture of rotor and stator
structures.
The rotor is usually contained inside the stator, separated by an air gap, and held
in place by a shaft usually with bearings at both ends. A shaft is also typically used
to couple the machine with the external mechanical load.
In most applications, the stator and rotor are made of electrical steel with a high
magetic permeability that maximizes the magnetic coupling between the stator and
rotor, and increases the stored magnetic energy. The steel also helps shape and
distribute the magnetic fields as required by the design. These steel structures are
typically made of thin laminations to help minimize eddy-current losses. Depending
on the machine type, the magnetic flux required for its operation is produced using
either current-carrying windings or permanent magnets.
Energy conversion occurs through the interaction of magnetic fields when changes
in the magnetic flux-linkage result from mechanical motion. Voltages are induced in
windings by creating relative motion between the windings and a magnetic field.
In the case of a motor, electrical energy is supplied to the windings of the stator,
and electromagnetic interaction with the rotor produces torque, and hence mechanical
energy output, in the form of rotation of a shaft. In the case of a generator, a rotary
14
motion is provided by a prime mover acting on the rotor to provide the mechani-
cal energy, and the relative motion between the magnetic field and the conductors
generates the electrical energy output.
1.1.2.2 Evolution of Electric Machines and Major Topologies
Electric machines came into existence in the 19th century, and most of the topolo-
gies actively used today were invented at this early stage in the era of electricity.
The exception to this is permanent magnet machines, which showed substantial
progress around the end of the 1930s. Helped by advances in power electronics and
control technology [39],[9] PM machines kept increasing their number of applications
and their power levels. Figure 1.11 shows the evolution of brushless machines from
the “classical” machines:
• DC commutator/with wound field,
• AC synchronous, and
• AC induction.
The term “classical” refers to their commonality in producing constant torque, and
their ability to operate from or produce pure DC or AC sinewave voltages. They can
also readily be used in variable-speed applications using power electronic inverters.
This makes them applicable in fixed-speed as well as in variable-speed applications,
[39]. The other machine topologies are derived from the classical ones, replacing the
field windings either with permanent magnets or changing their configurations.
Considering only AC machines, as they are directly related to the research topic,
one can easily notice from Figure 1.11 that they all have a 3-phase AC stator that
is essentially the same. In the case of PM brushless DC machines, it is a concentric
3-phase winding, whereas in the others it is optimally distributed winding to produce
15
Figure 1.11: Evolution of electric machines [39]
flux with close to sinusoidal waveforms. So it can be asserted that the major dif-
ference among most AC machines lies in the mechanism of how the rotor field is
generated.
The derived topologies are mostly used in specialty applications, and recent de-
velopments have increased their use at higher power ratings, such as the use of PM
synchronous machines in wind power generators, electric vehicles, and hybrid electric
vehicles.
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1.1.2.3 Desired Performance Characteristics of Eletric Machines
Technological advances in different application areas like aerospace, military, robotics,
and automotive industries have led to increased demand for high-performance drives,
and hence increased demand for high-performance electric machines as well. Such
levels of performance require these machines to have reduced losses, reduced weight
and volume, as well as the capability of operating over a wide speed range.
Increased power density is an important characteristic desired in all kinds of
applications, ranging from EVs where weight is directly related to the battery life to
small robotics applications.
Improved efficiency as well as reduced cost directly relate to the economic as-
pects for end consumers. The latest global initiatives on reducing carbon emissions
and the stringent regulations that come with them emphasize the need for much im-
proved efficiency in these machines. In developed economies, 2
3
of the primary energy
converted to electricity is reconverted into mechanical energy in electric motors and
drives [39], and this further emphasizes the need for higher efficiency.
Another important characteristic for electric machines that makes them prefer-
able in a variety of applications is to have the capability of constant power over
a wide speed range, (CPWSR), where the machines are capable of providing a
constant power level at any speed above the base speed of the machine, [2]. High-
performance machines for aerospace applications typically drive high-speed compres-
sors, fans, pumps, and actuators. The operating speeds of these applications cover
a broad range, from 10 to 200 krpm [39], making the CPWSR feature particularly
important for such applications.
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1.1.2.4 Pros and Cons of The Major Topologies
The AC induction machine
Induction machines have a simple and relatively low cost construction [4]. They
can be driven directly from a fixed-frequency voltage source. Using advanced drives,
they can also be used in variable-speed applications, and can operate over a wide speed
range [14]. Induction machines, however, suffer from relatively low power density, and
poor power factor [39].
Synchronous Reluctance Machine
Synchronous reluctance machines can be used in variable speed applications [14].
They can run at high speeds due to the ease of controlling the stator flux-linkage,
although their power output decreases with speed at high speeds [18]. There is no
conduction loss in the rotor, which helps the efficiency of these machines, and they
have comparable performance to that of induction machines. However, similar to the
induction machines, they suffer from relatively low power density, poor power factor,
as well as higher manufacturing cost [23] [12],[17].
Synchronous Machines, (PM and Field-winding)
In conventional synchronous machines, the three-phase stator generates a rotating
magnetic field. Magnetic fields produced by the rotor lock to this field and they spin
together in synchronism, hence the name synchronous. These machines spin at the
same speed of the rotating field, independent of load variations.
These machines can have permanent magnets or DC electromagnets to produce the
rotor magnetic poles. The PM-based machines provide fixed magnetic flux, whereas
the DC electromagnets have adjustable rotor flux, which provides an additional degree
of control for the machine. The DC current adds to the I2R losses that dissipates
as heat. On the other hand, the DC field winding machines need a DC source to
supply the field currents. This is conventionally supplied by an external circuit in the
stationary frame, making the contact with the rotor through slip rings and brushes
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[4] [12].
Synchronous PM and field-winding machines are also both capable of achieving
unity power factor, unlike induction and reluctance machines where a maximum power
factor of 0.8 is common [18]. In variable-speed drive (VSD) applications, unity power
factor means that the VSD can provide its peak power capability (based upon its
voltage and current constraints) to the machine. For a given power rating of the
machine, this can result in a reduced cost of the VSD, as transistors with lower
current and/or voltage ratings can be used.
Synchronous field-winding, and certain permanent magnet machines, are capable
of achieving CPWSR [39].
The PM and field-winding machines differ from induction and reluctance machines
in that the rotor of the machine has an independent magnetic excitation, which allows
them to have higher torque densities.
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1.2 Motivation and State of The Art
Electric machines used in variable-speed drive applications, such as the propulsion
of hybrid electric vehicles, must possess high efficiency, high power density, and low
cost [18]. As discussed in the previous section, the major electric machine topologies
have their own merits with respect to these performance requirements.
Induction machines have a wide speed range capability but relatively low power
density. Synchronous reluctance have similar performance. The high torque ripple,
vibration and loud noise in switched reluctance machines makes them not preferable
for high performance electric drive applications such as automotive and aerospace
[11], which require smooth torque.
Permanent magnet (PM) synchronous machines are the topology of choice owing
to their high power density and their relatively high efficiency, due to the fact that
the rotor magnetic fields are generated by permanent magnets, without conduction
losses and external circuitry as in the case of field winding machines.
On the other hand, one issue with PM machines is that they can have a limited
speed range, as the induced EMF on the stator windings increases as the rotor speed
increases. This voltage can get as high as that of the DC link voltage of the inverter
to the point that power can no longer be supplied to the machine.
The field-weakening control technique is used [21, 36] to deal with this issue and
enables a much higher speed than would be possible otherwise. The field-weakening
technique works by controlling the stator current components to generate a stator field
that opposes the rotor field from the permanent magnets, reducing the magnitude of
the induced EMF at a given speed.
A downside of this scheme is that, should a fault occur when implementing the
field-weakening mode at high speed, the stator current is set to zero by the protection
system but it will take some time for the rotor to come to stop and the full flux of the
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PM rotor will be acting during this time. This can make the stator induced voltage
to be much larger than the limits of the inverter or power electronics components
connected.
Jahns and Refaie, investigated characteristics of these fault modes in [10]. As the
field weakening implementation depends on the stator current, this is a reliability
concern that goes along with extending the operating speed of permanent magnet
machines. There are also possible issues with demagnetization of the magnets,
through field weakening, aging or other environmental stresses while in operation, [3]
.
Another major issue with PM machine designs is the cost of rare-earth materials
used in high-performance magnets [24]. Moreover, the price is volatile, and there
is also uncertainty on the long-term availability of these rare-earth materials. For
example, recent prices for Neodymium-Iron-Boron, the most commonly used rare
earth magnet in permanent magnet machines, have been listed as $60/lb [24] and
$100/lb [8], which shows the volatility of the price.
The volatile cost of rare earth materials [19] , [8] has spurred interest in the
development of high-performance electric machines and drives which do not require
these materials. When compared to rare-earth permanent magnet machines, however,
other conventional machine architectures for drives suffer from relatively low efficiency
and power density.
A synchronous field-winding machine is another alternative for these applications.
The operation of synchronous field winding machines is similar to rare-earth-based
PM machines, the main difference being that electromagnets are used to produce
the rotor flux instead of permanent magnets. As the main materials in field-winding
machines are iron and copper, these machines have relatively low manufacturing cost.
Another major advantage of field-winding machines, compared to the PM ma-
chines, is the fact that the rotor field can be independently controlled. This capability
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to control the rotor field makes the synchronous field winding machines suitable for
high speed operation without the issue of reliability that exists in the PM machines,
as the rotor flux is independently controllable and can be adjusted as needed. There
won’t be induced EMF on the stator, as the rotor field will disappear when the system
shuts down due to faults. Field-winding machines are also used in high-performance
applications like Auxiliary Power Units (APUs) in aerospace systems [11].
However, conventional synchronous field-winding machine designs possess a sig-
nificant drawback which has historically prevented their use in many applications;
the need to provide power to the field coils on the rotor. Efforts to improve
their performance have been a research area for a long time now. Some of the major
efforts, pertinent to this thesis, are discussed in the next section.
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1.3 Brushless and Self-excited Schemes
The use of brushes and slip rings to transfer current to the rotor windings creates
limits on the achievable speed, mechanical and electrical noise, mechanical wear, elec-
tromagnetic interference (EMI), and environmental compatibility issues (E.g. sparks
from the brushes may cause fire in hazardous environments.). Also, considerable
space is required for the brushes, slip rings, and external circuitry which produces the
field-winding current, which makes it undesirable in applications where high power
density is required.
Going ”brushless” therefore has considerable advantages, and to this end a variety
of brushless excitation mechanisms have been developed. Research in this area is still
ongoing, improving different aspects of their implementation.
1.3.1 Related Works and Literature Review
The fundamental idea for most brushless operation techniques is based on the
process of induction and rectification. In such machines, an auxiliary magnetic field
source is used to induce alternating voltages in a winding mounted on the rotor; the
induced voltage is then rectified and produces a DC component in the rotor field
winding. Then the machine operates as a conventional synchronous field-winding
machine.
Realization of brushless operation became possible with the introduction of com-
pact high-power silicon rectifier diodes during the 1950s, as brushless excitation relies
on diodes to rectify an induced AC voltage to achieve the DC field current. This and
related studies enabled the first brushless generators to be built in the late 1950s,
and the first large brushless motor went into service in the early 1960s, following the
introduction of high-power thyristors for brushless schemes [6]. Figure 1.12 below
shows the basic components and structure for brushless implementation.
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Figure 1.12: Three-phase-bridge brushless circuit [6]
This configuration, presented by Allen [6], consists of a conventional stator winding
and additional exciter field winding in the stationary frame, which produces the main
rotating field and the exciting DC field respectively. Mounted on the rotor shaft are
three-phase armature windings, a three-phase rectifier, and the main synchronous
machine field winding. As the rotor spins, the relative motion between the exciting
DC field and the armature windings in the rotor induces EMF. The induced EMF
on the armature windings is rectified, and the resulting DC voltage is applied to the
field winding. In addition to exciter winding, this requires a separate exciter circuit
where control of the rotor field is implemented, which adds size and weight to the
generator.
Another configuration uses the main stator to supply power for the excitation.
Vitay in [41] categorizes the mechanisms to produce a rotor field into three different
approaches of inducing the voltage:
• by way of a power supply with multiple frequencies,
• through an unbalance in power supply, and
• through spatial harmonics in the motor windings.
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Vitay also presented an implementation based on the idea of a stator supply
having more than one frequency component, and consisting of a main field rotating
at the synchronous speed and additional auxiliary magnetic fields rotating at different
speeds, produced by an auxiliary coil. This induces an EMF which is rectified and
supplies the field coils. The presence of the auxiliary circuit again adds to the weight
of the machine. Furthermore, [41] does not discuss how the effect of torque ripple
due to these multiple frequency components is mitigated. It also does not discuss
specifics of how the auxiliary and field windings are implemented. A variation of [41]
is also presented by Nonaka and Kesamaru in [28], where multiple spatial harmonic
components are used, but this does not allow independent control of the field.
Vitay et. al. in [42] presented an improved version, the stator of which contains
three-phase main and auxiliary windings, and the rotor contains an auxiliary wind-
ing, a diode bridge rectifier, a DC field winding, and optional short-circuit damper
windings. Once again, these constituent components add to the size and weight of the
machine, affecting its power density. To deal with possible coupling between the main
and auxiliary fields, [42] also discussed the mechanism of the rotor having different
pole numbers as compared to the main stator winding, which is a design constraint.
Moreover, detail on control of the rotor field is not presented.
Inoue et.al. in [20] discussed a method using the fifth-space-harmonic component.
It uses an additional reactor to generate the fifth-harmonic component, which adds to
the size and weight of the machine. Moreover, this scheme lacks independent control
of the rotor field.
A scheme was presented by Nonoka et al in [29] for a single phase generator
application, where a voltage is induced in a field winding by a reverse revolving field
due to single-phase armature reaction. A stationary DC coil on the stator was used to
control the field, along with the field from the armature reaction. A variation of this
brushless self-excited scheme is presented by Nonaka in [26], and has a stator with a
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four-pole three-phase main winding and six-pole single-phase excitation winding. The
excitation winding is supplied from an external DC source to induce a voltage on the
rotor field coils, which is rectified to produce the field. The external DC source is also
used to control the rotor field. In addition to the need for an external DC supply, the
issue of very large voltage drops due to armature reaction is identified as a concern in
this implementation. It also requires optimization of the pole arrangement between
the main stator and exciter coils to deal with mechanical vibration issues.
Based on the idea of superimposing harmonics, Nonaka et al presented another
scheme in [27]. Basically superimposing the fundamental and 5th harmonics in the
stator current, they also presented results using the DC and 5th harmonic excitation
and analysis for other harmonics as well. This scheme requires dual converters. They
identified issues with modulation limits that arise while superimposing the harmonics.
Minor variations on this machine type using multiple stator windings have also
been described by Nonaka [26] and Nonaka and Kesamaru [29]. This machine design
allows for the independent control of main and auxiliary fields necessary to adequately
control field currents in applications requiring field weakening. However, independent
control of the main and auxiliary windings requires additional power electronic cir-
cuitry, either in the form of an independent power inverter, or in the form of a vari-
able resistance that may be placed in-line with the stator auxiliary windings. This
additional power electronic circuitry is undesirable from both a cost and reliability
standpoint. The additional set of stator windings is also undesirable, as it takes up
space that could be used by the main stator winding. This increases the resistance,
and hence conduction losses, in the stator.
More recently, in 2014, a publication by Lipo et al, in [37], presented another
implementation that can be considered as in the first or third category of [41], sim-
ilar to what is presented in [28]. They discuss the use of a dual converter to inject
a fundamental and third harmonic into the stator winding. However, the control
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mechanism was not resolved. The idea of injecting a DC or high frequency current
component is also analyzed, but experimental results were not presented. In addi-
tion, [37] also identified and discussed issues requiring future research, such as higher
harmonic excitation in the field windings that can affect the establishment of a stable
and controllable DC excitation current, start-up issues for motor operation, and need
for means to obtaining an initial 3rd harmonic current for generator operation. The
specific implementation of the dual converter control to inject the harmonics is not
discussed. This need for dual converter adds to the cost and size of the drive system.
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1.4 Contribution of This Thesis
As of now, the PM machine is often considered as the best topology due to its high
power density, relatively high efficiency, its CPWSR capability, and ease of control.
However, their high cost due to the volatile price of rare-earth metals, and the fact
that these rare-earth metals are scarce puts real concerns on the future price of these
machines. There are also reliability concerns due to the possibility of demagnetization.
On the other hand, other machines perform poorly in the areas where the PM
machines excel. A number of research ideas have been presented in order to improve
the performance of synchronous field-winding machines, which suffer from relatively
low power density, lower efficiency, and less reliability, mainly due to the slip-ring and
brush assembly which is critical for their operation. So, coming up with better ways
to improve or possibly eliminate these brush and slip-ring components from these
machines has been a significant area of research.
This research work presents one such idea [36] that eliminates the need for brushes
and slip rings, and that is also self-excited so no extra external circuitry is required.
This method is based on the use of Field Oriented Control (FOC) techniques to
induce a voltage on a rotor “transformer” winding that will then be rectified, hence
producing the main rotor DC field required for its operation, (§ II) . This method, su-
perimposing a high frequency carrier component on the stator current, is implemented
on a conventional three-phase stator, without the need for additional modifications.
Also, the converter used is a conventional three-phase converter with no modification
as well. A prototype of the machine has been built and the method has been proven
to work. It is the first time a machine of this type has been built.
The fact that it is done using conventional components, without an additional
stator winding or external circuitry, contributes to improving the cost and power
density of the machine.
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In addition, an FEA-based simulation model of the proposed machine is developed.
This model combines a rectifier circuit model with a magnetic model of the machine
that accounts for magnetic saturation. It is used in the design of the prototype
machine, and can be customized for specific design parameters as needed.
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CHAPTER II
Proposed Machine Operation Principle and Drive
Concept
2.1 Proposed Machine
Figure 2.1: Cross-section of proposed brushless, self-excited synchronous field-
winding machine, two-pole design, [33]
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2.1.0.1 Operation Principle
This project explores an alternative brushless, self-excited synchronous field-winding
machine design (BLSESFW). The design consists of a standard AC stator and a
wound rotor with both field and transformer windings. A diode rectifier connects
the two rotor windings. Figure 2.1 shows a cross section of a representative machine,
depicting the idea of the proposed machine design. A 2-pole design is shown here,
but the principle applies to machines having any other number of pole-pairs. It is
also possible to have a magnetic saliency in the rotor design, though the one shown
here is a non-salient type. The number of slots can be set as required by the design.
A two-phase machine model (§ 1.1.1.1) is considered, where the rotor windings
are aligned with the direct (d) and quadrature (q) axes of the synchronous reference
frame. The field-winding is oriented with the d axis, and the transformer-winding is
oriented with the q axis.
Using the FOC control algorithm (§ 1.1.1.3) the d and q-axes currents are con-
trolled appropriately. This ensures the decoupling of the excitation of the field and
transformer windings. Hence, this avoids issues arising from coupling observed in
other designs.
2.1.0.2 Drive Concept
Using standard field-oriented control techniques (FOC), (§ 1.1.1.3), an oscillating
current component is superimposed on the q-axis stator current (isq), which is aligned
with the transformer winding. This oscillating current produces an AC magnetic field
on the transformer winding of the rotor, which in turn induces an electro-motive-force
(EMF) in the transformer winding. This induced EMF is rectified into a DC voltage
by a rectifier circuit mounted on the rotor, and hence supplies the field winding with
DC voltage.
The quadrature component of the stator current isq will therefore have two compo-
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nents, a fundamental component for torque production and a superimposed oscillating
component (carrier component), used to induce voltage on the transformer winding
of the rotor. The d-axis stator current, isd, will be used to mitigate possible torque
ripple as needed, or used for field-weakening. The magnitude and the frequency of
the carrier component can be independently controlled, and therefore the magnitude
of the field current is controlled through the carrier component.
Issues with the PM machines related to faults during high speed operation and
lack of control over the rotor flux are resolved with this design, which is particu-
larly significant at high speed operations of the machine. In the PM machines case,
magnetic flux in the rotor is from permanent magnets with fixed flux density. The
voltage induced on stator winding from the rotor field is proportional to the speed
of the rotation. Under normal operation this induced voltage is limited due to the
BEMF from the stator field, even at high speed. Should a fault occur while running
at high speed, however, the stator winding field will go to zero as the stator currents
are set to zero by the protection system. But the rotor will still have its magnetic
field from the permanent magnet and at such high speed the induced voltage from
rotor magnets will reach very large magnitude that can damage the power electronics
circuitry as well as the insulation of the stator winding. In this presented design,
there will not be such induced voltage as the totor field is set to zero with the stator
current.
In addition to vehicular applications, the proposed motor design could replace
induction machines in many variable-speed drive applications. It is shown that the
proposed machine can be more efficient than induction machines and provide more
power for a given RMS current.
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CHAPTER III
Finite Element Analysis and Modeling (FEA)
3.1 Significance of FEA
Lumped-parameter models can demonstrate the basic behavior of an electric ma-
chine, but are not ideal for design purposes, as the model parameters (e.g., inductance
and resistance) are inherently approximate by nature. For example, typical lumped-
parameter models assume linear magnetic behavior, and hence do not capture the
important effect of magnetic saturation. Furthermore, lumped-parameter models
typically assume a smooth airgap, and hence do not model the effects of the slotting
of the stator and rotor iron.
As a result, finite element analysis (FEA) is often used in the design of electric
machines[44][13]. FEA models are directly constructed from machine geometric pa-
rameters and material properties, which makes them ideal for design purposes[34][25].
FEA models also allow the accurate capture of phenomena such as saturation and
slotting effects.
The proposed machine differs from conventional electric machine designs due to
the presence of electronic circuitry internal to the machine. The full-bridge diode
rectifier is mounted on the rotor of the machine and used to rectify the induced
voltage from the transformer winding and supply the field winding with DC voltage.
The model should therefore also incorporate this electronic circuitry. As a result, a
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finite-element model which incorporates the diode rectifier model has been developed.
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Figure 3.1: Full-bridge diode rectifier circuit
3.2 Models and System Equations
3.2.1 Rectifier Model
A full-bridge diode rectifier is represented by the circuit shown in Figure 3.1. It
is a two-input two-output model [33]. For our purposes we will consider the rectifier
voltages as inputs and the currents as outputs.
Exploiting symmetries in the operation of the rectifier, we can define variables
v+,v−, i+, and i− as follows:
v+ = v1 = v2 (3.1a)
v− = v3 = v4 (3.1b)
i+ = i1 = i2 (3.1c)
i− = i3 = i4 (3.1d)
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It can be shown that
v+ = 1/2(vi − vo) (3.2a)
v− = −1/2(vi + vo) (3.2b)
i+ = fd(v+) (3.2c)
i− = fd(v−) (3.2d)
ii = i+ − i− (3.2e)
io = i+ + i− (3.2f)














The sign of the input current is changed in the vector in order to have a consistent
polarity of the currents (i.e., leaving the positive terminals of the voltages).
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Figure 3.2: Cubic spline model of V − I diode characteristics
3.2.2 Diode Model
The current-voltage relationship of the diodes, id = fd(vd), is given in Shockley
equation by
id = Io(e
vd/Vt − 1) (3.4)
where Io is the diode reverse saturation current and Vt = kT/q is the thermal
voltage.
However, in our model we generate fd(.) through the use of cubic spline inter-
polation of the datasheet v − i, diode characteristics which allows us to match em-
pirical data while at the same time guaranteeing continuity and differentiability of
the function, as shown in Figure 3.2. Using this diode model, the rectifier model is
implemented.
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3.2.3 FEA Machine Model
A custom FEA magnetostatic model, written in MATLAB R© is used to solve the
field equations. This model captures the nonlinear property of magnetic saturation by
modeling ferromagnetic materials with a field-dependent equivalent current density,
[30].
3.2.3.1 Maxwell’s Equations
The basis for this type of problem are Maxwell’s electromagnetic equations. The
relevant Maxwell’s equations [31], applicable for this machine design are
∇ ·B = 0 Gauss’s law for magnetism (3.5a)
∇× E = −∂B
∂t
Faraday’s law of induction (3.5b)
∇×H = J + ∂D
∂t
Ampère’s law (3.5c)
In these equations, J is the electric current density, E is the electric field intensity,
H is the magnetic field intensity, D is the electric flux density which is neglected in
this formulation as the frequency if relatively low for the displacement current to have
an impact, and B is the magnetic flux density.
3.2.3.2 Constitutive Relations
It is assumed that the electric current density is isotropically related to the electric
field intensity
J = σE, (3.6)






where M) is magnetization as a function of the magnetic flux density, σ is the electrical
conductivity of the material, and µ0 = 4π · 10−7Hm is the permeability of free space.
3.2.3.3 Derivation of The Field Equation
From (3.5c), considering the magnetoquasistatic assumptions, neglecting the dis-




∇×B−∇×M = σE = J (3.8)
From (3.5a) we have ∇ ·B = 0 implies that B can be written as the curl of a vector,
and hence the magnetic vector potential, A, is defined as the vector satisfying the
relation
B = ∇×A (3.9)
Substituting this into (3.8) gives:
1
µ0
∇×∇×A−∇×M = J (3.10)
The machine we are considering in this design is of cylinderical geometry. Also,
the electric fields and currents are mostly aligned along the z-axis of the machine due
to the winding construction.It is therefore a reasonable assumption to consider the
magnetic flux to be in the x-y plane, and hence the vector potential to be pointing in
the z-direction. For this reason a two-dimensional model of the machine is considered.
In this two-dimenstional analysis, Az is the only component of the magnetic vector
potential. With ∇2Az = (∂Az∂y x̂ −
∂Az
∂x






the vector identity [∇×∇× (A) = ∇(∇ · (A))−∇2(A)], and the coulomb gauge,




′ ×M(Az) = Jz (3.11)
1
µ0
∇2Az − Jm = Jz (3.12)
which defines the field equation, where Jm is equivalent magnetization current density.
3.2.3.4 Boundary Conditions, [30]
The boundary conditions define the behavior of the fields at the boundary of the
material under consideration. These conditions used in this modeling of the machine
are described next.
Periodic Boundary Condition
In two-dimensional analysis, in polar coordinates, the magnetic vector potential
exhibits the symmetry
Az(φ) = Az(φ+ 2πfpk) (3.13)
with fp = p/Np , p even, and Np is the number of machine poles, and k is arbitrary
integer.
There is also another symmetry known as antiperiodicity, with p odd, expressed
as
Az(φ) = −Az(φ+ 2πfpk) (3.14)
Using the antiperiodic boundary condition, the model can then be restricted to a
fraction fp of the machine.
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In the present case, a machine design with 4-poles, only one pole of the machine
need be modeled and the remaining portions are determined making use of the anti-
periodic boundary condition.
Dirchlet Boundary Condition
With in the dimensions of the machine under consideration, the boundary for the
solution of the field equations is chosen sufficiently large so that the field can safely
be assumed that there is no magnetic flux in near the boundaries. Hence,
B · n = 0 on Γ0, where n is the unit normal vector to the boundary Γ0 which
also implies that A = 0 on Γ0, as B = ∇×A and the assumption of antiperiodicity
above.
Neumann Boundary Condition
The Neumann boundary condition prescribes thetangential magnetic field com-
ponent on the material boundary. Hence,
H× n =Ht on Γt, which is used along with the Boundary Transfer Relations
below,
Boundary Transfer Relations [1]
The boundary transfer relations are defined for a cylindrical domain with inner
boundary Γβ and radius β, and outer boundary Γα with radius α, which represents
the cylinderical annuli of the airgap between the rotor and the stator, and under the
assumption that the magnetic vector potential on each boundary can be decomposed
















and solution of the form
Ãk(r, θ) = Ãk(r)e
jkθ (3.17)
The field intensity harmonics can then be written as:
˜Hαt = Fk(β, α)Ãαk + ˜Gk(α, β)Ã
β
k (3.18)
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3.2.4 Overall System Equations
The FEA model is then interfaced with a circuit model consisting of the diode
rectifier and the resistances and end-turn inductances of the field and transformer
windings, as shown in Figure 3.4.









where subscripts t and f correspond to the transformer and field windings, re-
spectively. The overall system equations can then be written as:
FEA Equation: Kθ~a =~im(~a) +Bs~is +Br~i
r
r (3.21a)
which is derived from the field equation (3.12) by formulating the FEA equation
using the method of weighted residuals, (Galerkin’s approach), [30]. The formulation
is based on triangular elements, from which thematrices are assembled.







which is derived applying Kirchoff’s voltage law and Faraday’s law in Figure 3.4,
along with the relation ~λr = F r~a, where
~λr is the flux-linkage of the rotor windings




=~irect −~ir = ~frect(~vr)−~ir (3.21c)
which is derived applying Kirchoff’s current law in Figure 3.4.
In these expressions ~a is the nodal magnetic vector potential, Kθ is the FEA re-
luctivity matrix (dependent upon rotor position θ), im ~(a) is the nonlinear nodal mag-
netization current, Bs and Br map the stator and rotor currents into FEA nodal cur-
rents, F r maps the nodal magnetic vector potentials into rotor winding flux-linkages,
and Rr, Lr and Cr are diagonal matrices whose diagonal components consist of the
transformer and field winding resistances, capacitances, and leakage inductances, re-
spectively.
By applying Backward Euler integration, we can combine these three equations
into a function, ~f(~x), where
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+~ir[k + 1]− ~frect(~vr[k + 1])
 = 0, (3.23)
where h is the time step. This is achieved by applying the Newton-Raphson
method, whose ith iteration is given as follows:
































































4.1 Magnetic Design and Simulation
The FEA simulation model is used to perform the magnetic design for the pro-
totype machine. A four-pole machine is considered with a three-phase stator having
36 slots and a rotor having 28 slots, with transformer-to-field winding slot ratio of 25 .
Dimensions of the machine are constrained by the reference induction machine that
we identified for performance comparison, an Azure Dynamics AC24LS 4-pole Induc-
tion machine. We are using the same stator from the reference induction machine for
the prototype machine, and hence the only difference between two machines is their
rotor design. Measured dimensions from the reference induction machine are used for
the design and simulation of the prototype machine.
Due to the symmetry of the machine, only one pole of the geometry is consid-
ered for simulation, which will save computation resources and time. Figures 4.1
and Figure 4.2, respectively, show the mesh and magnetic flux density plots from
simulation.
From the simulation, the rotor geometric parameters are determined. The rotor
design is also constructed from laminations to minimize eddy current losses in the
rotor. The thickness of the lamination was determined to be 0.356 mm, an achievable
minimum thickness taking manufacturing cost into account. One of these laminations
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Figure 4.1: One-pole machine geometry with applied triangular FEA mesh
Figure 4.2: Flux density magnitude, |B| in Tesla, of FEA Model simulation for one-
pole of the machine
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is shown in Figure 4.3. The laminations are stacked together and the rotor stack has
a total length of 128 mm, as shown in Figure 4.4.
The rotor has a total of 28 slots, 8 for the transformer winding and 20 slots for
the field winding. The rotor coils are made of inverter grade Essex magnet wires,
with size 19 AWG for the field winding and 17 AWG for the transformer winding.
The transformer winding design has 15 turns per slot, and the field winding has 45
turns per slot. The individual transformer coils are connected together in series, as
are the field coils. By placing the windings in series we increase the voltage levels of
the windings, and hence minimize the effects of the diode drops in the rectifier.
Figure 4.3: Rotor lamination
Figure 4.4 also shows a picture of the prototype rotor built, which has four termi-
nals to be connected to the input and output of the full-bridge diode rectifier circuit.
The diode rectifier circuit on the rotor was built using discrete Schottky diodes.
(Part No. FFPF30UP20STU). Ceramic capacitors were used with a 2.2µF capacitor
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Figure 4.4: Prototype rotor
at the rectifier input (transformerwinding terminals) and a 6.8µF capacitor at the
rectifier output (field-winding terminals). Aluminum end-caps are attached at both
ends of the rotor. These provide a heat sink for the diodes and capacitors, plus cooling
fins to help dissipate heat from the rotor. The measured inductance values are 8mH
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for the transformer, and 280mH for the field windings of the rotor.
Figure 4.5 shows a picture of the rectifier circuit mounted on the cooling fins of
the rotor. Two end-caps, with fins, were designed for two purposes: to help remove
heat from the windings, and to create space for mounting the rectifier circuit.
Figure 4.5: Prototype rectifier circuit mounted on cooling fins
A rotor shaft was also custom-made for the prototype with extension to mount
the encoder. The complete rotor assembly is shown in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.6: Assembled rotor stack and winding
Figure 4.7: Assembled rotor of prototype machine
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4.2 Thermal Simulation and Design
(Work performed by Prerit Terway, Masters Student)
A steady state temperature distribution of the motor was obtained by performing
thermal simulation on the 3D model of the motor by using SolidWorks Flow Simula-
tion. Custom fins were used to cover the end turns as well as to enhance cooling from
rotation of the rotor. A steady-state computational fluid dynamics simulation was
performed on the machine, with the rotor spinning at 3000 rpm. Table 4.1 shows the
various parameters used for thermal simulation. In order to simplify the analysis, the
same power loss density was assumed for the field and transformer windings in the
rotor slots. The cooling effect produced due to the rotation of the fins was captured
by incorporating the effect of rotation during simulation. The external condition was
assumed to be air at a temperature of 25oC. The maximum temperature of the motor
as can be seen from Figure 4.8 is less than 150oC (which is the maximum permissible
temperature for Class H insulation).
Table 4.1: Thermal simulation parameters
Parameter Value
Power loss density for stator slots 560000 W/m3
Power loss density for rotor slots 846980 W/m3
Power loss density due to core losses 55700 W/m3
Rotor Speed 3000 rpm
Ampere turns assumed for rotor slots 390 A-turns
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Figure 4.8: Temperature distribution of the machine under maximum power condi-





Figure 5.1: Machine test fixture setup showing the prototype machine (left: Machine
1) coupled to the driving/loading induction machine (right: machine 2),
both having the same stator and differing in their rotor construction.
For the experiments, an Azure Dynamics AC24 76WGW079 induction machine
is used as the load for the prototype machine. In addition, a T2-500-C6A torque
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transducer from Interface Inc. is used to measure torque. Two sets of IAP600T120
3-phase IGBT inverters made by APS (rated at 600A/1200V) are used to power the
prototype machine and the induction machine. In the following test, the inverters
operate on a 280V DC bus. A real-time simulation and testing tool is used to design
and implement the control algorithm. It is the Speedgoat GmbH dual-core Intel
i3 CPU processor with an IO106-32 A/D converter and IO312 FPGA boards for
PWM generation and quadrature encoder interface, using auto-generated code from
MATLAB/Simulink. Fig. 7 shows the test setup, and the prototype machine coupled
with the induction machine, which regulates the speed.
The prototype machine has the same stator as the reference induction machine.
A 10 kHz switching frequency and 280 V DC bus voltage are applied to the inverters.
The motor is spun applying conventional FOC to regulate the quadrature axis current,
using Space-Vector Modulation (SVM) to generate the duty-cycle, applied to the
inverter. The duty cycles are updated every switching period, the ADC sampling
is synchronized with center-based PWM signals to avoid possible noise induced by
switching transients. An H58 series shaft encoder, H582540111353, from Dynapar is
used for rotor angle measurement used for the SVM implementation. In addition a
multi-channel precision power analyzer, LMG670 with bandwidth DC-10 MHz, from
ZES Zimmer Inc. is used for inverter power measurement.
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CHAPTER VI
Experimental and Simulation Results
Simulation and experimental, results of open-circuit, locked-rotor and spin
tests are presented in this chapter. In addition, a performance comparison between the
prototype machine and an induction machine is also presented. For this comparison,
the spin test is performed on the same exact stator, and the difference between the




The open-circuit test in simulation is performed by disabling the rectifier circuit
model of the FEA machine model and computing the terminal voltage at the trans-
former and field windings. Voltage will be induced in the rotor windings from the
stator magnetic flux. The stator flux is directed along the stator direct-axis and,
depending on the rotor position, this flux links with the rotor windings. Hence, the
magnitude of the induced voltages depend on the position of the rotor with respect to
the direct-axis of the stator winding. The maximum voltage at each rotor winding is
expected when they are aligned with the direct-axis where the fllux linking the wind-
ing is maximized. So the simulation is done by first aligning the rotor accordingly.
This test verifies the performance of the transformer action, which is the basis for the
operation of this machine.
6.1.2 Experiment
The open-circuit test in experiment is performed by physically disconnecting the
rectifier circuit and measuring the terminal voltage at the transformer and field wind-
ings. Once again, these voltages depend on the position of the rotor with respect to
the direct-axis of the stator winding. Similarly, voltage will be induced in the rotor
windings from the stator magnetic flux. Hence, the magnitude of the induced voltages
depends on the position of the rotor with respect to the direct-axis of the stator wind-
ing. The maximum voltage at each rotor winding is expected when they are aligned
with the stator flux to maximize the flux linking each winding. This angle alignment




Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 below respectively show the simulation and experiment
result for the field-winding and transformer-winding voltages. This test is performed
by applying stator quadrature-axis current with a carrier component of 5A at 100
Hz frequency, and setting the fundamental component of the stator quadrature axis
current to zero. In this case the rotor angle is adjusted so that the stator direct-axis
is aligned with the field winding.
Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 respectively show simulation and experimental result
of the open-circuit test voltages for field and transformer windings of the rotor. In
this case, a carrier current component of 5A,100 Hz carrier is applied, with the rotor
position set so that the carrier field aligns with the corresponding winding of the
rotor. In this case the rotor angle is adjusted so that the stator direct-axis is aligned
with the transformer winding.
Figure 6.1: Open-circuit test rotor voltages: stator flux aligned with field-winding,
simulation results
We notice from the figures that the voltage induced at the unexcited winding is
close to zero, as the two windings are in quadrature, and therefore verify that they are
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Figure 6.2: Open-circuit test rotor voltages: stator flux aligned with field-winding,
experiemental result
Figure 6.3: Open-circuit test rotor voltages: stator flux aligned with transformer-
winding, simulation results
practically decoupled.The simulation and experimental results are reasonably close
to each other.This verifies the expected transformer action in both simulation and
experiment cases.
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The next test on the prototype machine was the locked-rotor (i.e., zero rotor speed)
test. In the case of the locked-rotor test, the objective was to verify the operation
of the rectifier, as well as demonstrate torque generation. The fact that the rotor
is stationary during the experiment allows us to directly measure the rotor currents
and voltages. The rotor is locked at a fixed position, at an angle that maximizes the
transformer voltage. Similar to the open-circuit test, a voltage will be induced in the
rotor windings from the stator magnetic flux which is generated by the quadrature
axis-stator current. The stator flux induces voltage on the transformer winding, which
will then be rectified and provide DC current to the field winding.
6.2.1 Simulation
For simulation, the rectifier model of the FEA machine model was enabled, and
the rotor position is set at the angle that maximizes the transformer voltage. The test
current is then applied. For this particular case, two sets of test cases with carrier
currents of 5A and 10A at 150 Hz were applied and fundamental component set to
zero. A third case with carrier component of 5A, 150Hz and fundamental component
of 15A was also applied evaluate torque production.
6.2.2 Experiment
In the experiment, the locked-rotor test was performed with the rectifier input
terminals connected to the transformer winding and the rectifier output terminals
connected to the field winding. The rotor is locked to prevent it from spinning
as torque is developed when currents are applied to the machine. Similar to the
simulation cases, the three test cases are considered.
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6.2.3 Results
In the case of the locked-rotor test, as the machine is not spinning, it is possible
to measure the current through the transformer and field windings. So, the results
include these current and voltage waveforms for the corresponding windings of the
rotor. The rotor winding voltage and current values for each winding are plotted
comparing the experimental results with that of the simulation on the same figure.
We can see from Figure 6.5 - Figure 6.12 that the current waveforms of the exper-
imental results closely match that of the simulation for the 5A carrier current test.
For the test cases with a carrier component of 10A, however, the field current shows
a slight mismatch and, for the voltages, the simulation result is higher by up to 20%.
During the test, oscillations are observed in the measured rotor voltages.
This disagreement is attributed to modeling errors. There are several known
sources of modeling errors which could potentially contribute to the disagreement.
For the B-H curve used in the simulation, we have used a simple three-parameter
curve for M19 steel from, the accuracy of which is not clear. Because the induc-
tances are large, the inclusion of (reasonably sized) capacitors in the rotor circuit
introduces highly underdamped resonant modes in the 100-200Hz frequency range,
which broadly overlaps with the operating frequencies investigated in this thesis. Ac-
curately capturing behavior near the resonant frequency is difficult since the highly
underdamped behavior results in exaggerated sensitivity to modeling errors. Even if
attempts are made to avoid exciting the resonant frequencies directly, there are many
mechanisms with which they can be indirectly excited.
Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14 respectively show the three-phase stator currents for
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Figure 6.5: Locked-rotor test: simulation and experiment results for field-winding
current, test at stator current carrier component of 5A and 150Hz
Figure 6.6: Locked-rotor test: simulation and experiment results for field-winding
current, test at stator current carrier component of 10A and 150Hz
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Figure 6.7: Locked-rotor test: simulation and experiment results for transformer-
winding current, carrier current at 5A and 150Hz
Figure 6.8: Locked-rotor test: simulation and experiment results for transformer-
winding current, carrier current at 10A and 150Hz
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Figure 6.9: Locked-rotor test: simulation and experiment results for field-winding
voltage, carrier current at 5A and 150Hz
Figure 6.10: Locked-rotor test: simulation and experiment results for field-winding
voltage, carrier current at 10A and 150Hz
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Figure 6.11: Locked-rotor test: simulation and experiment results for transformer-
winding voltage, carrier current at 5A and 150Hz
Figure 6.12: Locked-rotor test: simulation and experiment results for field-
transformer voltage, carrier current at 10A and 150Hz
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simulation and experiment, with the stator quadrature-axis current having a carrier
component of magnitude 5A and fundamental component of 10A. As can be seen
from the figure, the peak-to-peak value of the current oscillation is as expected.
Figure 6.13: Locked-rotor test: prototype machine stator currents, simulation
Figure 6.14: Locked-rotor test: prototype machine stator currents, experiment
Figure 6.15 shows the measured and simulated torque under the same test condi-
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tion of stator quadrature axis current having a carrier component of magnitude 5A,
and fundamental component of 10A.
Figure 6.15: Locked-rotor test: simulation and experiment results for torquet, carrier
current at 5A, 150Hz and fundamental component of 10A
We can see from the torque plots that the two are closely matching in the average
sense. The experimental measurement also exhibits lower torque ripple, which can be
attributed to the dampening effect of the inertia of the machine and the coupling in
the test setup, and also possibly due to filtering in the torque transducer or possible
aliasing effect, as it has a low sampling rate (10 Samples/s).
Overall, the locked-rotor test results agree with expectation and verify the rectifier
operation as well as demonstrate torque generation.
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6.3 Spin Test
In the case of the spin test, unlike the case of the locked-rotor test, the rotor is
allowed to spin. The experimental setup for the prototype machine is as discussed
in (§ 5.1). In this test fixture, the induction machine regulates the speed. Once the
steady state value of the commanded speed is reached, torque from the prototype
machine is applied by changing the fundamental and quadrature components of the
quadrature-axis stator current into the prototype machine.
Figure 6.16: Spin test: protorype machine stator currents, simulation
Figure 6.17: Spin test: protorype machine stator currents, experiement
As the rotor is spinning, there is no access to measure the rotor winding voltage
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or currents. What can be measured in this case are the stator current waveforms,
shaft torque and the three-phase inverter power using the tools and experimental
setup discussed in (§ 5.1). Stator current waveforms from the spin test experiment
are shown in Figure 6.16 , and the corresponding simulation results are shown in
Figure 6.17 . This data was taken while operating at a carrier current of 12A at
500Hz, and 27A fundamental component with the rotor spinnning 1200 rpm. This is
consistent with expectations in terms of the modulation behavior observed.
The results presented hereafter focus mainly on the experimental results of the
prototype machine in comparison with a benchmark induction machine, which the
prototype machine is designed from, both using the same three-phase stator.
In initial experiments, the driving induction machine regulated the speed at 2200
rpm and the prototype machine torque is adjusted through the command currents,
into the prototype machine. At the time of this experiment, a torque transducer was
not available and the output torque of the prototype machine was estimated from
the electrical waveforms of the induction machine. From the dynamics of the stator
flux-linkage in the stationary reference frame,
d~λs
dt
= ~vs −Rs~is (6.1)
The flux linkage is estimated by
~̂λs =
∫
(~vs − R̂s~is)dt, (6.2)
The torque was then estimated using the measured current and estimated param-






Figure 6.18 shows the average torque as a function of the quadrature-axis stator
current carrier component, while keeping the fundamental component constant at
42A. Figure 6.19 shows the variation of average torque as a function of the quadrature-
axis stator current fundamental component, while keeping the carrier component
constant at 7A. Two sets of experiment were performed at 250Hz and 5ooHz carrier
frequencies. The results are as shown in the figures.
Figure 6.18: Estimated torque as function of carrier component magnitude of the
quadrature current, fundamental component at 42A
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Figure 6.19: Estimated torque as function of fundamental component magnitude of
the quadrature current, carrier component at 7A
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6.4 Comparing Prototype Machine with Induction Machine
Comparison between the prototype machine and the induction machine based on
the initial experiments are shown in Figure 6.20, where estimated output torque is
plotted as a function of stator rms current. The magnitudes of the fundamental and
carrier frequency components of the stator current were selected to maximize torque
output. Two separate tests were conducted on the prototype machine.
These results are compared to those taken on an induction machine which has
the same stator as the prototype. The induction machine was operated at the slip
frequency corresponding to the Maximum Torque per Amp operating point.
Figure 6.20: Torque vs. rms stator current for prototype and induction machine,
estimated torque
6.4.1 Key Observation
These initial results helped to identify limitations on the prototype machine, as
it was not posssible to achieve higher torque even if the current command to the
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controller was increased. It was originally assumed to be current regulator bandwidth
limit due to the frequency of carrier component.
Further experiments and analysis, however, reveal that the issue is from the fact
that the prototype machine requires a higher bus voltage to provide the current
modulation due to the carrier component. This will create a higher peak value of
voltage, even though the RMS value is smaller for a given torque.
Once this was discovered, it was decided to perform the comparison at a lower
speed of rotation to reduce overall machine voltages.
For the final experiments, the machines operate at 1200 RPM. This time, a torque
transducer was acquired and hence torque is measured instead of estimated as in the
previous case. During the experiment, a wide range of possible values for both the
fundamental and carrier components of the quadrature-axis were varied, and are
shown in the appendix.
Based on the results from these experiments, Figure 6.21 shows torque measured
at the maximum torque-per-stator-rms-current operating point for both the prototype
and the induction machines. Both test machines were running as generator during
the test. From the figure, we can see that the prototype machine has superior torque
performance than the induction machine. The efficiency of the prototype machine is
also shown to be better in general. Under these operating points, a maximum effi-
ciency of about 86% for the prototype machine is observed delivering power of about
2.1 kW. The maximum efficiency observed in the case of the induction machine is
about 78%, delivering power of about 970W. Additional data and performance mea-
surement calculations under this operating condition is given below in Table 6.1 and
Table 6.2 for the prototype and the induction machines, respectively.
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Figure 6.21: Torque vs. RMS stator current for prototype and induction machine,
operating to maximize torque per current
Table 6.1: Prototype machine 1200 RPM spin test data - maximum torque per stator
rms current operating point
Isrms Torque Elec.Power Mech.Power Efficiency
(A) (Nm) (W) (W) (%)
6.51 3.48 269.00 437.31 61.51
9.26 5.87 587.00 737.65 79.58
11.63 7.35 515.00 924.24 55.72
12.33 8.58 875.00 1078.19 81.15
14.20 9.80 864.00 1231.09 70.18
15.52 10.10 1075.00 1269.52 84.68
17.11 12.10 1156.00 1520.91 76.01
19.08 13.20 1087.00 1658.76 65.53
21.82 14.70 1378.00 1847.56 74.58
23.82 16.17 1288.10 2033.51 63.34
26.49 17.70 1568.40 2224.43 70.51
28.59 18.91 1446.90 2382.64 60.73
30.73 19.70 2123.00 2481.76 85.54
31.12 20.00 1705.80 2512.86 67.88
32.06 22.76 2197.80 2860.11 76.84
42.60 24.60 2424.60 3092.87 78.39
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Table 6.2: Induction machine 1200 RPM spin test data - maximum torque per stator
rms current operating point
Isrms Torque Elec.Power Mech.Power Efficiency
(A) (Nm) (W) (W) (%)
3.09 1.45 22.47 182.12 12.34
4.74 1.96 66.56 225.80 29.48
6.27 2.09 115.47 262.53 43.98
7.17 2.28 149.57 285.75 52.34
7.80 2.59 179.43 327.04 54.86
8.57 3.16 225.48 399.15 56.49
9.34 3.42 264.66 432.31 61.22
10.00 4.02 310.73 504.33 61.61
10.92 4.11 357.53 519.02 68.89
11.65 5.15 400.86 645.50 62.10
12.53 5.66 478.28 714.52 66.94
13.23 6.20 519.50 777.82 66.79
14.24 6.32 572.68 790.55 72.44
15.25 6.80 626.93 850.74 73.69
16.36 7.07 686.16 884.74 77.55
17.30 7.90 766.34 990.26 77.39
18.41 8.68 812.00 1085.76 74.79
19.50 9.21 836.72 1163.15 71.94
21.06 9.31 921.72 1177.14 78.30
21.09 9.46 921.72 1183.83 77.86
22.94 9.89 968.33 1238.26 78.20
24.86 10.81 1039.00 1353.44 76.77
27.07 11.71 1038.00 1464.65 70.87
33.22 12.47 1076.00 1573.82 68.37
33.39 12.55 1076.00 1571.69 68.46
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CHAPTER VII
Conclusion and Summary of Future Work
7.1 Conclusions
7.1.1 FEA Machine Simulation Model
The simulation model result gave significant insight into the operation of the pro-
posed machine. Most of the results match reasonably well with experimental values.
However, disagreement between the simulation results and experimental measure-
ments is observed.
There are several known sources of modeling errors which potentially contribute to
the disagreement. Firstly, the experiments utilize an existing stator design. In order
to incorporate this stator into our simulations, it was necessary to determine the
stator tooth and slot dimensions without destroying the stator. This proved difficult,
especially when attempting to accurately determine the stator inner diameter. This
directly affects the modelled air gap length, which is a key parameter in determining
the overall machine inductances. Similarly, nothing is known about the stator B-H
curve; we have assumed the material is the same as that used for the rotor laminations.
Unfortunately, the only information we have on the rotor lamination B-H curve is the
maximum permeability. For the B-H curve used in the simulation, we have used simple
three-parameter curve for M19 steel, the accuracy of which is dubious. All of these
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geometric and B-H curve errors cumulatively affect the self and mutual inductances
of both the stator and rotor windings.
Because the inductances are large, the inclusion of (reasonably sized) capacitors
in the rotor circuit introduces highly underdamped resonant modes in the 100-500Hz
frequency range, which broadly overlaps with the operating frequencies investigated
in this paper. Accurately capturing behavior near the resonant frequency is difficult
since the highly underdamped behavior results in exaggerated sensitively to modeling
errors. Even if attempts are made to avoid exciting the resonant frequencies directly,
there are many mechanisms by which they can be indirectly excited; for example,
through mutual inductances, which are often time-varying due to stator-rotor slot
interactions and magnetic nonlinearity. Finally, effects like switching harmonics, cur-
rent regulation error, end-turn and ac winding resistances were not included in the
simulation model, all of which contribute to the observed discrepancies. Neglect-
ing the AC winding resistance in particular decreases the damping in the simulation
model when compared to the actual machine.
As mentioned above, from earlier experiments, deviation between the simulation
results and the measured values were observed. It was originally assumed to be
mainly due to modeling errors. Further experiments done recently reveal that the
measured values exhibit resonance effects, and selecting the filtering capacitors of
the rectifier circuit has a significant efect on the performance. The rotor voltage
waveforms in particular were observed to have noticable oscilations due to resonance.
With proper selection of the capacitors and the carrier current frequency, performance
was improved.
These experiments and simulation also revealed the need for a larger voltage in
order to deliver larger power, and hence the machine is limited by the DC bus voltage.
This is the reason why the comparison with the benchmark induction machine was
performed at a lower speed of 1200 rpm.
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7.1.2 Proof-of-Concept and Machine Design
This work accomplished a proof-of-concept for the proposed Self-Excited Syn-
chronous Field-Winding machine design topology. Torques close to 25 Nm were de-
veloped at 1200 rpm. The comparison with a benchmark induction machine proved
that the proposed prototype machine has superior performance in terms of torque as




Experimental results shown that the prototype machine possesses a superior torque-
per-amp performance when compared with the induction machine, under the oper-
ating point described. However, some difficulties were encountered when trying to
achieve higher torque levels. The described limit on the DC bus voltage is a major
one, as well as failure modes in the rectifier circuit of the rotor design, particularly
observed in the capacitors, is another. Future work to resolve these observed issues
are as follows:
7.2.1 Rotor Rectifier Circuit Failure Mode
The rotor winding voltages are observed to reach a level larger than the voltage
rating of the capacitors when the stator current carrier magnitude is increased to 35A
or above. In addition, the resonance effects were observed to generate large voltages,
depending on the carrier frequency, and the capacitor values used the failure mode.
A mechanism to limit the voltage reacing the capacitors and optimizing the reso-
nance performance can improve the performance more.
7.2.2 DC Bus Voltage Constraint Performance
The experiments were conducted using the same stator designed for the induction
machine. Optimizing the rotor windings design could help lower the level of voltage
required from the DC bus for a given power. This rotor winding optimization will
also help with the failure mode mentioned above.
7.2.3 Control algorithm
The control strategy used in the experiments consists of standard FOC with the
addition of carrier current component in the quadrature axis current command. An
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optimal control strategy to determining the command carrier and fundamental com-
ponent, for different operating points will be another future work to consider. This
will enable improved performance in variable-speed applications, and also help in the





Prototype Machine Experimental Data
Tables below give the complete data collected during the experiment on the pro-
totype machine for a range of values maping the attainable stator current quadrature
axis fundamental and carrier components. The experiment is performed on a DC bus
voltage of 280V and rotor spinning at 1200 rpm. The same experimental setup is
used here the prototype operating as generator.
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Table A.1: Prototype machine 1200 RPM spin test data - commanding carrier current
magnitude of 5A, and frequency 150 Hz, while varying the fundamental
current command
Isq Isq Torque Elec.Power Mech.Power Efficiency
Fundamental RMS Measured Measured (Speed x Torque)
(A) (A) (Nm) (W) (W) (%)
5 4.43 1.96 213 246.26 86.49
10 7.63 3.57 437 448.17 97.51
15 11.02 5.32 619 668.48 92.6
20 14.49 5.87 703 737.03 95.38
25 17.99 5.85 683 735.5 92.86
30 21.48 5.28 610 662.29 92.1
35 24.98 4.69 511 589.26 86.72
40 28.46 4.03 427 506.76 84.26
45 31.98 4.06 345 510.02 67.64
50 35.51 3.79 264 476.46 55.41
55 39.02 3.36 180 421.98 42.66
60 42.54 3.65 96.8 458.56 21.11
65 46.06 3.62 9.43 455.21 2.07
Table A.2: Prototype machine 1200 RPM spin test data - commanding carrier current
magnitude of 10A, and frequency 150 Hz, while varying the fundamental
current command
Isq Isq Torque Elec.Power Mech.Power Efficiency
Fundamental RMS Measured Measured (Speed x Torque)
(A) (A) (Nm) (W) (W) (%)
5 6.51 3.48 269 437.31 61.51
10 9.26 5.87 587 737.65 79.58
15 12.33 8.58 875 1078.19 81.15
20 15.52 10.1 1075 1269.52 84.68
25 18.83 10.5 1160 1320.24 87.86
30 22.17 10.5 1145 1318.92 86.81
35 25.57 9.64 1053 1211.3 86.93
40 29.4 10.1 1153 1267.09 91
45 32.38 9.39 980 1179.39 83.09
50 35.86 7.8 736 979.52 75.14
55 39.35 6.5 530 816.61 64.9
60 42.84 5.64 343 709.75 48.33
65 46.33 5.02 183 630.78 29.01
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Table A.3: Prototype machine 1200 RPM spin test data - commanding carrier current
magnitude of 15A, and frequency 150 Hz, while varying the fundamental
current command
Isq Isq Torque Elec.Power Mech.Power Efficiency
Fundamental RMS Measured Measured (Speed x Torque)
(A) (A) (Nm) (W) (W) (%)
5 9.6 4.42 147 555.71 26.45
10 11.63 7.35 515 924.24 55.72
15 14.2 9.8 864 1231.09 70.18
20 17.11 12.1 1156 1520.91 76.01
25 20.14 13.4 1358 1684.45 80.62
30 23.28 13.7 1434 1721.31 83.31
35 26.5 13.2 1407 1657.52 84.89
40 29.66 15.7 1704 1973.41 86.35
45 33.04 15.1 1599 1899.74 84.17
50 36.43 13.9 1410 1746.87 80.72
55 39.86 10.7 1059 1344.94 78.74
60 43.3 9.47 771 1191.62 64.7
65 46.76 7.96 505 999.87 50.51
Table A.4: Prototype machine 1200 RPM spin test data - commanding carrier current
magnitude of 20A, and frequency 150 Hz, while varying the fundamental
current command
Isq Isq Torque Elec.Power Mech.Power Efficiency
Fundamental RMS Measured Measured (Speed x Torque)
(A) (A) (Nm) (W) (W) (%)
5 13.27 4.67 120 586.85 20.45
10 14.7 7.8 316 980.5 32.23
15 16.65 10.6 727 1331.7 54.59
20 19.08 13.2 1087 1658.76 65.53
25 21.82 14.7 1378 1847.56 74.58
30 24.71 16 1571 2009.45 78.18
35 27.75 16 1632 2011.46 81.14
40 30.73 19.7 2123 2481.76 85.54
45 33.94 19.3 2024 2426.32 83.42
50 37.21 18 1760 2266.85 77.64
55 40.57 16.6 1655 2087.93 79.27
60 43.94 14 1299 1757.83 73.9
65 47.35 11.3 940 1417.99 66.29
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Table A.5: Prototype machine 1200 RPM spin test data - commanding carrier current
magnitude of 25A, and frequency 150 Hz, while varying the fundamental
current command
Isq Isq Torque Elec.Power Mech.Power Efficiency
Fundamental RMS Measured Measured (Speed x Torque)
(A) (A) (Nm) (W) (W) (%)
25 23.82 16.17 1288.1 2033.51 63.34
30 26.49 17.7 1568.4 2224.43 70.51
35 29.25 18.38 1746.2 2307.97 75.66
40 32.06 22.76 2197.8 2860.11 76.84
45 35.11 22.38 2390.8 2808.84 85.12
50 38.26 21.74 2251.8 2731.93 82.43
55 41.47 20.95 2073.4 2632.44 78.76
60 44.76 18.76 1793.8 2360.2 76
65 48.08 15.9 1421.3 2000.88 71.03
Table A.6: Prototype machine 1200 RPM spin test data - commanding carrier current
magnitude of 30A, and frequency 150 Hz, while varying the fundamental
current command
Isq Isq Torque Elec.Power Mech.Power Efficiency
Fundamental RMS Measured Measured (Speed x Torque)
(A) (A) (Nm) (W) (W) (%)
25 26.26 16.36 1091.5 2055 53.11
30 28.59 18.91 1446.9 2382.64 60.73
35 31.12 20 1705.8 2512.86 67.88
55 42.6 24.6 2424.6 3092.87 78.39
60 45.77 22.71 2170.6 2858.1 75.95
65 49.01 20.11 1851.3 2524.57 73.33
Table A.7: Prototype machine 1200 RPM spin test data - commanding carrier current
magnitude of 35A, and frequency 150 Hz, while varying the fundamental
current command
Isq Isq Torque Elec.Power Mech.Power Efficiency
Fundamental RMS Measured Measured (Speed x Torque)
(A) (A) (Nm) (W) (W) (%)
30 29.75 19.2 1353.8 2414.55 56.07
35 28.24 21.69 1548.6 2727.24 56.78
65 50.05 23.87 2202.2 3005.34 73.28
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